Material: Timber Terrazzo
Designer: Conor Taylor
The London Collection
Bianco Mono - Inspired by the leafy streets of Holland Park, a clean and
modern surface full of hidden details.

Bianco Mono - London Plane

Charcoal Mono - A dark and sophisticated homage to the private members
clubs and bars of Soho.
Ivory Duo - Full of rich tones and textures, this warm tactile surface plays
on the art deco glamour of Bond Street.
Azure Mono - Informed by the use of reclaimed spaces and bright modern
colours in London's East End.

Ivory Duo - British Walnut and Cedar of Lebanon

Available sizes

2.4 x 1.2 m
Custom sizes available. Please contact us for more information.

Azure Mono - Reclaimed British Oak

Edging options

Edging is available, please enquire for further information.
Thickness

Substrate

Finish option

24mm

Birch plywood
No substrate

Honed
Bianco Mono - London Plane

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood.
No two panels are ever the same.
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Charcoal Mono - British Walnut

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

An Introduction

Key Information

Sustainability

Foresso is a new composite material suitable for a wide range of interior
applications. It is composed of FSC certified British timber, cement, resin
binders, and shavings from planing machines.

Foresso is sold as a standard 2.4 x 1.2m sheet material as 5mm of Foresso
on 18mm birch plywood unless specified otherwise. Our minimum order is
1 sheet.

Foresso is composed of approximately 70% FSC certified timber offcuts
and waste from planing machines sourced from sawmills and timber
merchants within Britain.

We use high quality timber that would otherwise be burned due to its
odd size or the inclusion of knots and defects. Each colourway has been
designed to evoke a feeling of provenance which can be adapted with
custom colours and timbers.

Every sheet is handmade to order in the Solomon&Wu workshop with a
lead time of 6-8 weeks. If you have a specific deadlines or leadtimes can
often be accomodated.

The binder is a mixture of cement, pigment, wood dust and resin containing 0% VOCs.
Care Guidelines

Customisation
Foresso is suitable for all interior surfaces including flooring and countertops.

Foresso can be made to numerous specifications, including:
-

Enquiries
Please email contact@solomonandwu.com or your local representative
with:
- Completed enquiry form
- Technical drawings
- Selected Foresso® colourway or colour references
We will then get in touch with a quote or to arrange a meeting. Email us if
you need further information or have technical queries.

Custom binder colours matched to references
Custom timber choices including location specific timber
Seamless edges
Other sheet sizes
Custom panel shapes

Upcharges apply for edging, custom sizes, and custom shapes. All custom
orders are accompanied by a control sample, please allow an extra 2-3
weeks for custom requests.
Foresso can be CNC milled, joined, cut and processed in the same way as
other timber sheet materials. We provide an installation guide and can
advise contractors as required.

Treat Foresso® as any other timber surface.
- Do not place hot pans directly on the surface.
- Use a non-abrasive, pH neutral cleaner and buff dry.
- Household furniture cleaners are suitable.
Foresso is finished with a hardwax oil to bring out the natural beauty of
the woodgrain and to ensure a long-lasting surface. This makes it resistant
to water and common stains.
In the event of damage to your Foresso surface, it is easy to refinish.
Simply sand with a 320 grit sandpaper to remove marks and then re-oil,
following the manufacturer’s instructions.
Installation
Please refer to our installation guide or get in touch with the Solomon &
Wu Team.

SOLOMON&WU Surfaces are handmade products like stone and wood.
No two panels are ever the same.
A large panel will contain a number of tones, shades, surfaces undulations and tiny pores.
ALL PANELS ARE MADE TO ORDER

Please contact us for further information:
Tel:+44 (0) 1707 707 423
contact@solomonandwu.com
www.solomonandwu.com

